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TOWN OF SIDNEY
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
Monday, February 3, 2020
Council Chambers

6:00 p.m.
** This meeting will be videotaped and posted on the Town’s website. **
___________________________________________________________________

AGENDA
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

TERRITORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

3.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

4.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
a.

Regular Committee of the Whole Meeting - January 20, 2020

5.

PRESENTATIONS

6.

ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE
2020-2024 Financial Plan – Preliminary Discussions
a.

Special Public Participation Period

b.

Requests for Funding
i.

Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea
- presentation by Pauline Finn, Executive Director.

ii.

Sidney Museum and Archives
- presentation by Peter Garnham, Executive Director.

c.

Preliminary Discussions & Additional Budget Notes
- presentation by Andrew Hicik, Director of Corporate Services
- Report dated January 27, 2020.

d.

Special Public Participation Period

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

PARKS & INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTIVE SERVICES
DEVELOPMENT & PLANNING
OTHER BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
MOTION TO GO “IN-CAMERA” (closed meeting) - Not required.

13.

ADJOURNMENT

TOWN OF SIDNEY
MINUTES OF COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
Monday, January 20,2020

Gouncil Ghambers

PRESENT

Chair: Councillor S. Garnett
Mayor C. McNeil-Smith & Councillors: S. Duncan, B. Fallot, T. O'Keeffe and
P. Wainwright

ABSENT

Councillor C. Rintoul

Staff:

R. Humble, Chief Administrative Officer
A. Hicik, Director of Corporate Services
J. Clary, Director of Engineering
B. Mikkelsen, Fire Chief
A. Verhagen, Senior Manager of Current Planning
C. Newcomb, Senior Manager of Long Range Planning
B. Robinson, Manager of Public Works & Parks
B. DeMaere, Manager of Engineering
T. Restell, Manager of Finance
S. Nelson, Corporate Officer
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CALL TO ORDER
The Chair called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.
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TERRITORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The Chair respectfully acknowledged that this evening's meeting is being held on the traditional
territory of the WSÁNEÓ people.

3.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Moved by Councillor B. Fallot, seconded by Councillor S. Duncan, that the agenda be

approved as presented.
4-

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

a.

Regular Gommittee of the Whole Meeting - December 9, 2019

Moved by Councillor T. O'Keeffe, seconded by Councillor B. Fallot, that Minutes of the
Regular Committee of the Whole Meeting of December 9, 2019, be adopted as presented.
MOTION CARRIED UNAN¡MOUSLY
5.

PRESENTATIONS

6.

ADM¡NISTRATION & FINANCE
a

Beacon Wharf Surveys & Feasibility Study

Jenn Clary, Director of Engineering, gave a presentation on the Beacon Wharf survey and feasibility
study that provides Council with the following options to consider with respect to the proposed
replacement of Beacon Wharf:
Option 1 - Existing Elevation - $13.7m X
Option 2 - Town's lnterim Flood Construction Level - $8.5m X

Committee of the Whole
January 20,2020
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Option
Option
Option
Option
Option
Option
Option

X

{

3 - Rubble Mound with Parapet Wall - $20.8m
4 - Stepped Berm - $1a.2m r/
5A - Piled Wharf with Modified Footprint - $S.7m V
58 - Piled SmallWharf - $6.3m r/
6 - Stepped Berm with Modified Footprint - $14.1m r/
7 - Submerged Breakwater - $9.8m
8 - Glass Beach Rock Reef - $1.2m

not recommended by consultant
shorf/rsfed by the consuttant

Ms. Clary advised that the consultant recommends a Flood Construction Level between 2.5m and
5.6m higher than the existing wharf and developed several feasible options costing from $6.3m to
$20.8m. She noted there are many questions that need to be answered and recommended a
Committee be established to review the options and the future of Beacon Wharf, and report back to
Council.

Moved by Councillor P. Wainwright, seconded by Councillor S. Duncan, that the Committee
recommend to Council:
That the Beacon Whaff Surveys and Feasibility Study completed by SNC-Lavalin be
received for i nformation ;
That staff be directed to establish a Beacon Wharf Se/ecf Committee that will exist
until December 31, 2020 and consrsf of the Mayor, one Councillor, key staff and 2-3
members of the public appointed by Council; and

1.
2.
3.
b.

That, once established, the Beacon Wharf Se/ecf Committee be tasked with
developing a Terms of Reference for Council's review and consideration.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Arts Funding

Councillor B. Fallot noted it would be appropriate to discuss this matter with all Council members in

attendance.

Moved by Councillor B. Fallot, seconded by Mayor C. McNeil-Smith, that the discussion on
options for Añs Funding be tabled to a future Committee of the Whole meeting.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

c.

D¡aÍt2020-2024Financial Plan

Andrew Hicik, Director of Gorporate Services, presented the draft 2020-2024 Financial Plan, which
starts out with a general tax increase of 2.98% for 2020. He advised the budget includes no changes
to the water and sewer parcel and user rates and a$112,272 net decrease in debt servicing, but did

note the following impacts to the budget: $112,825 for capital items; $80,600 for reserve
contributions; $153,442 for supplemental items; $36,000 for Community Safety Building and grounds
maintenance; and $29,000 for the RCMP contract. Mr. Hicik advised the draft budget, along with a
copy of this evening's PowerPoint presentation, will be made available on the Town's website.
7.
8.
9.

t0.
'11.

PARKS & INFRASTRUCTURE

PROTECTIVE SERVICES

DEVELOPMENT & PLANNING
OTHER BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS

Committee ofthe Whole

January 20,2020
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12.

MOTION TO GO "IN-CAMERA" (closed meeting) - Not required.

13.

ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Councillor B. Fallot, seconded by Councillor P. Wainwright, that the meeting be

adjourned at 7:17 p.m.

CHAIR

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

CORPORATE OFFICER
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Museum Tel: (250) 655-6355 Email
Archives rer: (250)

info@sidneymuseum.ca

27 November 2019

Mayor and Council
Town of Sidney

2440 Sidney Avenue
Sidney, BC V8L 1Y7
Dear Mayor McNeil-Smith and Council

Budget Request

Background:

Over the last two years, Sidney Museum has experienced exceedingly positive growth in all
areas of its operation as shown in our annual report. As we work to create engaging experiences
for our visitors and volunteers alike, we are now hosting travelling exhibits, expanding our local
history exhibits, as well as providing professional archives services with a dedicated research
room. Vy'e are seeking to fund these through a combination of grants, sponsorships, in-kind
work/donations, and volunteer time. As the collection has been building for almost half a
century, none of these projects are a small undertaking and two are already underway.

With the considerable increase in museum activities and in order to address succession planning,
we are requesting a total of $40,000 to be shared between the Town of Sidney and the District of
North Saanich to hire an Assistant Archivist/Educational Programmer, for a total additional
payroll cost of $36,030. The remaining balance of the request would be applied towards the
increase in wages due to the new minimum wage in June2020. We also participate in the Canada
Summer Jobs program that pays minimum wage for up to sixteen weeks, and we pay all
additional costs. This year we are applying for two students.
Upcoming Projects:

o

o

We have partnered with corporate sponsor Brunel Technical Solutions to begin working on
an online database with public searching capabilities to meet the needs of the museum and
make our local history more accessible than ever. Preparations for this project involve
numerous volunteers as we work on cleaning up existing datasets for our artifact, archives
and photographic collections.

We have made application to the Federal Museum Assistance Program to upgrade our
collection storeroom to meet local health & safety codes as well as museum professional
standards. This involves putting preventative measures in place for fire, flood or seismic
disasters to better protect the collection, as well as creating a formal disaster response plan.

Brínging to

liþ the histories and anltures of Sidney and North Saanich

o

In doing so our museum meets the membership requirements for the BC Heritage Emergency
Response Network.
We are in the process of submitting an application for grant funding to digitize the Peninsula
News Review from 1912 through 2002 cunently held on microfilm. This will result in a
searchable online portal which would be free to the public.

Existing Staffing:
Sidney Museum employs two full time staff (Executive Director and Assistant Director) who
contribute more than 3,600 paid hours and 400 volunteer hours combined each year. A team of
45 regular volunteers contributed more than 6,000 hours in20l9 to date.

Future Plans:
Our future plans include:
.
Present more travelling exhibits
.
Apply for more non-municipal grants
.
Maintain professional museum and archival standards
.
Proactively establish collection practices
.
Actively looking for new premises twice the size of the existing location
.
Expand the oral history project
.
Develop a comprehensive education program for

.
.
.

Students
Seniors

Adults

Request:

At this time, the education and archives department of the Museum requires a dedicated full time

staff member as Assistant ArchivistlEducation Programmer. This person would undertake the
archival work identified in our collection assessment, and create new educational opportunities
to increase public access to both these departments. In order to make this position a reality we
would like to request that the cost be shared equally between you and North Saanich. We would
therefore like to submit a budget request for an additional $20,000 to be added to our funding as
a line item.

Saanich
Sidney

North

Total

$20,000
$20.000
$40,000

Assistant Archivist/Educational Programmer
Additional 2020 payroll costs
Total

$36,030
$3.970
$40,000

Peter Garnham
Executive Director
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Let IJs Introduce Ourselves!
The Sidney Museum is a small community museum located in Sidney, British Columbia. The
Museum collection constitutes an invaluable cultural resource with the ability to capture and
engage the public with the history of the Saanich Peninsula. The archives, artifacts, digital
images and oral histories that comprise the collection promote an understanding of the local
communities and their role in the development of the culture, economy and way of life for the
people of the Saanich Peninsula.
The scope of the collections at the Sidney Museum includes all aspects of human history on the
Saanich Peninsula, beginning with the heritage of local WSÁNEÓ people, including but not
limited to: Tsartlip, Tsawout, Tseycum and Pauquachin First Nations. Collecting will focus on
cultural and social aspects of the area's history, featuring predominantly artifacts representing
human activities and technologies.

As stewards of this collection, the Sidney Museum holds this resource in trust for the benef,rt of
future generations while providing local, national and global publics with ways to access its
collections.

Museum Vision: The Sidney Museum & Archives Society celebrates history and culture, and
brings them to life. We aspire to create engagement through innovative experiences that are
above and beyond traditional expectations. We create educational program which connect
genefations and culfures.
Museum Mission: The Sidney Museum & Archives Society is an organization that acquires,
preseryes and makes available the heritage, culture and interests of the Saanich Peninsula
community.
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What Do We Collect?
Sidney Museum strives to acquire artifacts that generally are complete and in good
condition and for which provenance is well documented. The decision to acquire an
afüfact is based upon the following considerations:

.
o
o
o
o

Constitute an exemplary sample of an aspect of Saanich Peninsula history
cuffently not represented in the collection
Are in danger of loss or destruction
Are directly relevant to current research, exhibit or interpretation programs
Are well documented
Are in good to excellent coldition

Sidney Museum collects according to the following criteria:
o artifacts which are specific to the Saanich Peninsula including nearby islands, and
Sidney or North Saanich in particular:
o a¡tifacts produced õn thè Saanich Peninsula;
o artifacts related to historically important people, places and
events on the Saanich Peninsula.
o artifacts which are typical of the Saanich Peninsula as a community in British
Columbia, Canada and the international arena:
o artifacts sold on the Saanich Peninsula,
o artifacts used on the Saanich Peninsula and/or owned by Saanich
Peninsula residents.

Feature Exhibits
V/AR: A Personal Resnonse (October

- November 2018)

The Sidney Museum took a personal and introspective approach to its annual Remembrance Day
exhibit, featuring the debut of the national touring exhibit, "WAR: A Personal Response". In this
exhibit prepared by the "Articulation Textile Group" six artists, from across Canada, interpreted
their personal family stories, feelings and experiences with war, through their art. In the lower
gallery was a complementary exhibit, "Lest We Forget: Wartime at Home and Abroad" which
focused on the individuals from the Sidney and North Saanich area who participated in V/orld
Wars I and II. Visitors were impressed by the interpretation of the various art pieces, and the
number of visitors and donations were considerably higher than the year before.
Toys 'N Teddv Bears (December 20181
Since 2008 the Sidney Museum has been proud to present an annual Christmas special display
The focus of this offering is the special relationship between our history, ourselves and our
4

children. Sidney Museum's much anticipated Christmas extravaganza returned for the entire
month of December at the Sidney Museum with the theme Toys 'n' Teddy Bears. With a focus
on toys from the 1970's to 1990's, and including such perennial favourites as early
Transformers, Polly Pockets, Board Games, Dinky Toys, Barbie Dolls, accessories and much,
much more, the Exhibit provided a walk down memory lane for adults, and a visual time
machine for children to enter their parents' world of toys. As a special treat for the kids among
us and in us, there were Teddy Bears atplay throughout the Museum displays! V/e had a very
successful Christmas exhibit of Toys and Teddy Bears. Again and the number of visitors and
donations were higher than the year before, and visitors enjoyed the variety of toys. Several
visitors commented that it brought back pleasant memories.
LEGO Exhibition Oanuarv

-

March 2019)

The Lego exhibit held January through March was resounding success. We had a record
breaking 12,500 visitors for the three months and the donations were quite remarkable, with us
exceeding the total donations budget for the year in the first three months. Once again the
Peninsula Co-op agreed to generously sponsor the Lego Family Weekend. Many local residents
donated bags, boxes and bins of loose brick to the Museum, as well as built sets, in order to
contribute to next year's show. In
response to this outpouring of
community support, Sidney Museum
paid it forward by donating all this
loose brick to foster creative and
instructional play in local elementary
schools.
The large pyramid, that stumped many
a mathematician in guessing the
number of brick it contained, was
broken down to be donated by the
Museum volunteer who built and
owned it. This individual has donated

over 20,000 bricks alone! The cumulative brick went through quality control for damaged pieces,
cleaned up and divided into 5 lots of approximately 10,000 bricks. Schools were contacted and
the final six include: Sidney Elementary, Deep Cove Elementary, KgfSpf Elementary,
Brentwood Elementary, Keating Elementary and Cordova Bay Elementary. Each of which is
excited to include the LEGO in their programming for the end of the year as well as next school
year.
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Ten Fold Ouilts

lApril -

June 2019)

V/e then held an excellent quilt exhibit by a group from Campbell River called Tenfold, and the
exhibit title was 'No Rules'. The exhibit was well attended although it was down slightly from
the year before when we had the Super Heroes comic exhibit for part of the time.

Chief Dan Georse Exhibit (Summer 2019)
Much of October 2018 focussed on preparing grant applications for the Chief Dan George
exhibit for summer 2019. We applied for $14,500 grant from Heritage Canada to cover the cost
of hosting the exhibit, and also transportation costs and physical preparation. We received that
grant, as well as one for $700 from Celebrate Canada for the opening ceremony held on National
Indigenous Peoples Day (June 21). Thrifty Foods sponsored the food for the opening ceremony.

After a few very
busy weeks
leading up to the
opening ceremony
for the Chief Dan
George exhibit,
and the exhibit
setup, the
ceremony
proceeded very
smoothly. We had
the Tsartlip
Drummers and
Singers participate, as well as an Indigenous Speaker and an Elder. The Bayside Middle School
'We
Indigenous Student Choir also participated.
also had guest speakers Member of Parliament
ElizabethMay, MLA Adam Olsen, Mayor Cliff McNeill-Smith (Sidney), Mayor Geoff Orr
(North Saanich) and Mayor Ryan Windsor (Central Saanich). The feedback from everyone has
been very positive, especially the Indigenous participants. The exhibit was also well received,
with a number of visitors coming to the museum for the first time, including a number of visitors
related to Chief Dan George. We also noted that nearly all of the visitors spend time reading each
of the panels. Guided tours were provided by Sidney Museum and led by Marissa Jim every
Friday. So far the number of visitors for the exhibit has been good, it is slightly lower than last
year, however the donations are considerably higher this year.
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Future Exhibits
The following is the planned exhibit schedule for 2020 to 2022

LEGO Exhibition (January through March 2020)
14th

Annual fan show.

TBA

- April 2020

Travelling Exhibit - Snapshots of Canada (May through July 2020)
Paul Henderson scores the winning goal in the 1972 Summit Series. A little boy runs after his father
marching off to war. Terry Fox is silhouetted by headlights of a police cruiser on his Marathon of Hope.
Exploring unforgettable moments in our history, the travelling exhibition Snapshots of Canada pairs
compelling images with texts by well-known authors, journalists and historians. Images ranging from
high drama to simple joy are tangible reminders of the triumphs, failures and sacrifices that have shaped
our country.

Articulation Textile Group
Art installation

- Salish Sea (August

through September 2020)

on the history of the Salish Sea.

Saanich Peninsula Hops (October through December 2020)

A local history of hop growing, drying

and brewing on the Peninsula.

LEGO Exhibition (January through March 2021)
l5tl'Annual fan show.

Travelling Exhibits Under Consideration for 2021:
The Ones We Met: Inuit Traditional Knowledge and the Franklin Expedition
which
Inuit traditional knowledge
This exhibition explores the importance of Qaujimajatuqangit
made it possible to determine the fate of the Franklin Expedition, which had set out in 1845 to complete a
Northwest Passage. For generations, Inuit shared memories of meetings with sick and starving men, as
well as visits to an abandoned ship locked in the ice. These oral histories, combined with modern
archaeological research, proved instrumental in the eventual location of the wrecks of Franklin's ships,
HMS Erebus and HMS Terror.
Enemy Aliens: Internment in Canada 1914-1920
During the First World War, national security fears and wartime prejudice drove the policy of internment,
which lasted until 1920. During this time, Canada interned 8,579 people identified as "enemy aliens",
mainly Ukrainian and German immigrants, across a network of 24 camps. "Enemy alien" was the term
used to describe citizens of states legally at war with the British Empire, and who resided in Canada
during the war. These included immigrants from the German Empire, the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the
Ottoman Empire and Bulgaria. They could be interned for a number of reasons, including unemployment,
attempting to leave Canada and failing to abide by government regulations. Using photographs drawn
from Canadian archival collections one hundred years later, this exhibition explores internment operations
and the experiences of the intemees: who they were, the conditions they endured and the legacy they left
behind.
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Travelling Exhibits Under Consideration for 20222

\ilorld War Women
World War Women uses a combination of artifacts, photographs, documents reproductions, and
audiovisual material to explore the wartime stories of Canadian women from all walks of life: Working,
Volunteering, Military Service, Domestic Pressure, Worry and Loss. For many of them, the wars resulted
in new employment opportunities in factories, as women replaced men serving in the military. As
volunteers, women made major contributions through fundraising, assembling care packages, and knitting
woolen "comforts" such as socks and hats. Some women also served in the military, first as nurses and
later as non-combatant members of the women's branches of the army, navy, and air force.

Cipher lDecipher
Cipher I Decipher is an interactive, new exhibition exploring the past and present of communications
cryptology
what it is, how it works, and how it affects our lives. See an authentic Enigma cipher
machine, or try your hand at logic puzzles and games to see if you have what it takes to work in the field
of cryptology! Developed by the Canada Science and Technology

Curatorial
We have refreshed several permanent displays in the last year including Critchley's Store,
Interwar Parlours, Chinatown, and our front entrance. A research room located in the Museum
allows researchers to make appointments, or volunteers to work on projects, 10:00am to 4:00pm
seven days a week. Working with Sidney Fire Department, we are bringing our collections and
archives storage spaces into compliance with current fire codes, although this project will require
grant funding to upgrade shelving.

Archives
Archives is in the process of four major projects
headed by staff and carried out mainly by
volunteers. First, an audit is being conducted of all
existing holdings with the aim of populating an
online database system with at least basic records
initially. The subject files are undergoing
consolidation and r eor ganization. The remaining
backlog is being registered and accessioned.
Finally, the photograph collection is being
described and scanned in advance ofthe database
project.
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Collections
The collections storage spaces are undergoing reorganization with the aim to create more
efficient usage of space. An audit of these spaces is expected to begin in the new year. The
existing backlog is being processed and is expected to be cleared in the coming months.

Community Outreach and Education
Sidney Museum has been present in the community like never before. Our staff participated in
Sidney's Treat Street, Christmas in Sidney Gingerbread House Scavenger Hunt, and CanadaDay
Family Festival. V/e hosted 17 tours for all ages and 8 school tours in 2019. After a successful
2019 Lego exhibition, we donated over 60,000 bricks to six local elementary schools. From a
host institution for Folk 'N Fiddle Festival's education programming to assisting with Help Fill a
Dream Foundation's Junior Superhero Calendar project for a second year, we are supporting our
community. We are hoping to have an additional staff member that would assume the
responsibility of Education Programmer along with other duties.

Marketing
Starting in November 2018, adopted new Brand Guidelines for Sidney Museum. This included
standardized colours, fonts and formatting for social media, traditional media, and all associated
advertising, signage and physical appearances. We have expanded our social media presence and
one event attracted 40,000 views. W'e have found that advertising through social media is very
effective and allowed us to use our marketing budget more efficiently. In addition, we have
expanded our listings on various community calendars and released our exhibit press releases to
a wider range of media sources including radio, television and print.

Staff & Volunteers
Staff and Summer Students
We were fortunate to once again receive funding from the Federal Government to enable us to
hire a summer student. W'e welcomed Sydney Furhman back to the museum, and we were also
fortunate to have Erica Lamontagne choose to complete her internship with Sidney Museum. We
are also very grateful to Alyssa Gerwing, our Assistant Director, who has a wealth of knowledge
from her education and museum experience that has established clear rules and policies. Her
dedication has contributed greatly to the present success of the museum.
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Volunteers
Our volunteers are quite exceptional! From our front
desk to our projects volunteers, we are very grateful to
have the calibre and expertise of those working on
nearly every aspect of the Museum's operation. V/e
are making great progress in dealing with the backlog,
and raising the professional standards even higher
both in archives and the museum in general.
Board of Directors

The Sidney Museum and Archives is guided by a Board of Directors that has wide experience in
various careers and is very supportive of the museum's success. At the Annual General Meeting
in March a motion was passed such that Board Members will either serve a one, two or threeyear term, allowing for greater continuity. Following these initial terms each new or re-elected
Board Member would serve a three-year term.
Board of Directors

Chair: Richard Novek
Vice Chair: Bob Jones
Secretary: Darrel Couzens
Treasurer: Eleanore Arkesteyn
Past Chair: Gail Peterson
Directors:
Bruce Graham
Ray Konrath
Michael Landa
Gail Sam
Ted Turner
Staff:

Executive Director: Peter Garnham
Assistant Director: Alyssa Gerwing

Town of Sidney Liaison: Scott Garnett

Philanthropy
We are so appreciative of the support we received from individuals, corporations, foundations,
and community oryanizations throughout the year. The generosity of our donors enabled Sidney
Museum to expand our community programming, digitize artifacts within the collection, and
present professional exhibitions and community events.
Financial support enabled Sidney Museum to further our vision, embodying the energy, passion,
and spirit that make the Saanich Peninsula so unique.
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Partners

& Supporters

The following companies and organizations have supported us in many ways over the course of
the20l8l19 fiscal year and to-date. Compiling this long list of supporters has been humbling;
we feel so grateful that we have such strong support from our community.
Peninsula Co-op
Brunel Technical Solutions
Used Victoria
Thrifty Foods, Sidney
Beacon Books
Beacon Cafe
Brown's the Florist
Buddies Toys

CTV
CFAX

1O7O

Departures Travel
Dig This
Five & Dime Diner

otrv
ffi

FOODS

Flush Bathroom Essentials
Holmes Realty
Home Hardware
Island Blue
Janet's Special Teas

Kiddin'Around

La Pignatta
Lolly Gobble
Mark's Work Warehouse
Monk Office
Newport Realty
PeninsulaNews Review
Port Sidney Marina

Radio Sidney
RBT Athletic
Salvador Davis & Co.
Serious Coffee
Shaw Centre
Shoppers Drug Mart
Sidney Casuals
Sidney Pet Centre
Sidney Pier Hotel & Spa
Star Cinema
Tanner's Books
Waterlily Shoes

Canadä
co.op PEI{INSULA
co,oP"
8V THE SEA

Financials
The projects and activities undertaken by Sidney Museum have increased by an incredible
amount during the past year. Many dedicated volunteers provide invaluable work behind the
scenes helping Sidney Museum stand out among BC museums. The majority of the work is
carried out by two staff members, and our team of volunteers.. We have also been fortunate to
generate donations that have permitted us to undertake special projects that would not otherwise
have been possible.
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2018 - 20t9
INCOME

Town of Sidney
North Saanich
Donations
Archives Revenue
Membership
Interest Income

Lego Family Day weekend revenue

Year End 2018

Budget 2019

85,800.00
6,667.00
25,178.00

87,344.00
10,180.00
25,397.00

430.00

430.00
850.00

150.00
128.00

2,585.00
6,395.00

Projected 2019
87,344.00
10,180.00
40,891.00
400.00
450.00

6s0.00

7,756.00
21,500.00
4,000.00

5,817.00
15,000.00
5,215.00

157,607.00

165,947.00

102,471.00
4,858.00
2,780.00
2,271.00
1,860.00
583.00
70.00
814.00
2,113.00
2,347.00

I 13,313.00
2,500.00
2,900.00
6,200.00
2,300.00
350.00
30.00
2,500.00
5,400.00
4,600.00
1,000.00

1,705.00
677.00
474.00
Saanich Fruit Growers Archive project
8,249.00
Projects
3,144.00
Purchase of Lego Models
2,168.00
Total Expenses
136,584.00

400.00
660.00
300.00

106,884.00
2,647.00
2,787.00
3,325.00
1,953.00
1,622.00
350.00
2,780.00
2,465.00
3,226.00
1,300.00
774.00
300.00
1,046.00
729.00

1,300.00
2,554.00
155,107.00

1450282.00

2,500.00

20,665.00

Canada Summer Jobs Grant

Heritage Canada Grants
Lego Model Sales
Saanich Fruit Growers donation

Total Operating Income

EXPENSES
Administration
Utilities
Insurance

Consulting/Professional Services

Telephone & Internet

Security
Bank Fees
Curatorial Operations
Repairs

& Maintenance

Marketing & Promotion

IT Expense

1,800.00
8,249.00
137,232.00

Conference & Training
General Supplies

Parking
Membership & Dues

Operating Surplus/(Shortfall)
Amortization
Accounting surplus/shortfall

648.00

4,016.00

(17,819.00)
(17,171.00)
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT DECEMBER 3 1 2018
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ASSETS
CURRENT

20.00
790.00

83,470.00
257.00
30
1.041.00

74,965.00

84,798.00

29"181.00

44"327.00

104 146 00

1?q 1?5 00

2,939.00

5,745.00
86.00

74,155.00

Cash

Accounts Receivable
Prepaid Expenses
GST Receivable

Property, plant and equipment

LIABILITIES
CURRENT
Accounts payable
Salaries payable
Deferred revenue
Fruit Growers Association

-

restricted funds

3,333.00
13,910.00

22,159.00

20.182.00

2 7 SgS

OO

FUND BALANCES
Unrestricted net assets - opening balance
Deficiency of revenues over expenditures

101,135.00
I 1

116,813.00
15
8.00

83.964.00

101.135.00

t04,146.00

t29,t25.00
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TO\ryN OF SIDI{EY
REPORT TO COMMITTEE
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Andrew Hicik, Director of Corporate Services

DATE:

January 27,,2020

SUBJECT:

ADDITIONAL BUDGET NOTES

bc

FILE NO.: 1700-20-2020

PURPOSE:
To provide additional information to support 2020-2024 Financial Plan deliberations

BACKGROUND:
Council received a presentation on the draft financial plan, as well as a binder of information to
support the budget. The budget document provides a discussion of the major factors that
irnpacted the creation of this budget; this will not be repeated here, but should be reviewed prior
to the next budget meeting. What will be included in this report is additional information that
has not yet been specifically highlighted, or warrants repeating. This information is meant to
enhance Council's understanding of what is or is not included in the budget, and also to provide
more details on specific issues and items.

DISCUSSION:
The draft financial plan was developed to maintain or enhance existing levels of service to the
community. In addition, the draft budget also includes funding for new programs, initiatives and
external requests. This year, external requests for funding have decreased. In addition, the onetime additional distribution of Gas Tax revenues by the Federal government, as well as the
excess sale proceeds for the sale of the old fire hall site, have allowed us to use non-tax funding
for proposed projects. These factors have allowed us to staft budget consideration at a more
traditional proposed tax increase level of 2.98o/o.
However, this projection is a starting point for budget deliberations only. Over the course of the
budget process, Council may choose to add or remove certain tax funded projects and initiatives;
this will have an impact on the ultimate tax change for the year.
Please see below for additional information to complement what has been previously provided
on specific budget segments.

SUPPLEMENTAL REOUESTS
The impact of the Supplementals included in this budget is higher than last year, at 5153,442.
l'he net impact is even greater in years 2 through 4 of the financial plan. While the items are
summarized in the budget binder (pages 15-21), additional details on certain external requests are
provided below. The Museum and Shaw Centre will also be making presentations to support
their requests.

,Budget Notes
Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea

For the 2019 budget, the Shaw Centre requested an increase in their annual funding from
$65,000 to $205,000, over a2-year period. Council approved an additional $60,000 for 2019,
and an additional $80,000 for 2020. Funding beyond this 2-year period was contingent on the
Centre developing a set of performance measures to show that the new level of ongoing funding
would make them financially sustainable; these measures were presented to Council and
accepted on January 13th. The Centre is now requesting confirmation of the new funding level
for an adclitional period of 5 years (2021-2025), with the funding to be re-evaluated just prior to
the end of that period.

Included in the Supplemental totals is $80,000 for 2020, to reflect the second phase of what was
approved last year. From202l onwards, the amount indicated is $140,000, which represents the
incremental funding amount from the old level of $65,000 to the new level of $205,000.
Converting Engineering Technician to Permanent Status

An engineering Technician was hired for a 2-year term as a Supplemental item in the 2017

budget. The original reason for the hire was to assist with the additional work that resulted from
high volumes of development activity. The term for the temporary position was extended for an
additional 2 yearc in 2018 (term to end December 2020), as the volumes had not abated.
Despite development applications possibly easing to some clegree, the volume of work for the
deparlment continues to be extremely high.
Conversion of this position to permanent status is deemed to be critical to the success of a
department that has seen considerable transition over the past 2 years, with the retirement of the
Manager, the departure of the Director, and a long-term vacancy in the Asset Management
position. The department is behind on critical infrastructure planning. The loss of a trained
employee familiar with the local environment would put us fuither behind. In addition there is
tremendous competition for certain technical positions in the current market; the difficulty in
finding an Asset Management Tech is a clear example of this. It makes sense to hang on to good
employees, parlicularly those you have invested in to develop knowledge and experience.

The employee has been funded over the past several years through incremental building and
development fees, and through an additional allocation of Surplus; these funding sources
prevented any tax impacts. Approval is being sought for continuation of the position beyond
2020. If approved, the cost of the employee would become part of the core operating budget.
Climate Action Coordinator

A new 2-year term position is included in the budget, with a target starting date of Aprll l, 2021 .
Funding for this position is approximately $90,000 per year. This amount includes personnel
costs only (salary, benefits, payroll taxes). When specific climate action or adaptation initiatives
are identihed, these may require separate, project-based funding.
Council declared a "climate emergency" last year, and included a variety of climate-based goals
in the Town's recent strategic plan. It simply is not possible to make any meaningful progress on
these goals without additional, specialized resources. While some members of current staff have
strong environmental principles and knowledge, everyone is already fully immersed in their own
work, and cannot leave it behind to change focus to new environmental initiatives, A dedicated,
trained, staff member is required to kick start our efforts and put some templates into place that
may tlren be followed by others within the organization.

It may be worth noting that one of the key actions identified in the 2010 Climate Action Plan was
to investigate the potential for establishing a Climate Action Coordinator position.

.Bud
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Unforlunately, this was not pursued at the time, as it was believed to be premature and too costly
to have a dedicated position for this function. We will continue to monitor the availability of
grant programs to partially or fully fund this position; however, at this time, no such program
exists.

Solne initiatives that may be undertaken by the Climate Action Coordinator include:

l.

Review/update Town's Climate Action Plan

2. Tree inventory
3. Tree planting program
4. Tree appreciation day
5. Implement other elements of the Urban Forestry Strategy
6. EV charger maintenance coordination and planning
7. EV fleet research
8. LEED / Green design for new civic sites
9. Step code implementation for Building Permits

10. Green roof consideration for developments
I l. Coordinate multimodal infrastructure planning
12. Storm water management
municipal, industrial, residential

-

solutions
13. Shoreline climate adaptation
14. Investigate greener construction and maintenance methods
15. Investigate solar lighting for paths, solar panels on buildings
16. Apply for green infrastructure and climate adaptation grants
17. Assist in applying a climate action lens to capital projects.

-

investigate innovative

Clearly some of the above initiatives will receive attention from existing staff as time permits,
but a more comprehensive approach will not be possible in the shoft term (and perhaps even in
the longer term) without additional, specialized resources.

CAPITAL
While the majority of capital projects are described in the budget documentation, additional
comments on certain projects may assist in their consideration. These may be found below,
along with some general comments about the capital program.
Tax Funded Capital
a

In the draft budget, the level of tax funding for capital projects has increased by $112,825
from last year. From the years 2016-2018, we were able to reduce the amount of tax funding
for capital due to the expanded use of Gas Tax funds. Gas Tax funds were all committed
prior to the 2019 budget, but an additional allocation from the federal govemment in 2019
made it possible to once againmake use of this funding source for 2020. However, despite
this new Gas Tax allocation, a higher level of property tax funding is required to fund the
capital requests for 2020. Historical levels of annual funding were in the $500,000 range; the
"new normal" may be closer to $300,000, which is close to the 2020 requested amount of
$3 17,588.

o

Any deferral of tax funded projects would bring down the 2020 tax increase requirement;
however, deferual would just move the funding requirement to a future year. Only outright
cancellation of a tax funded project would eliminate the ultimate tax impact. Deferal may,

however, assist in spreading out the impact to manageable levels over a number of years.

-t
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a

The funding for all projects is clearly identified. Deferring or cancelling a project that has
non-tax funding will not affect the tax increase, unless the funding is eligible for redirection
to tax funded projects. Capital funding sources are clearly outlined on pages 61 through 69
of the budget binder.

o

To assist Council in deliberations around tax funded capital, a full listing of 2020 projects is
included as Schedule A of this repoft. The table clearly identifies which projects are new. It
should be noted that the numbers in the table reflect tax funding only; the projects themselves
may be larger in scope, with the inclusion of additional funding sources. A full listing of
2020 capital, with all funding sources, may be found on pages 6I and 62.

Ferr), Terrninal

There are a number of projects related to the ferry terminal in the capital plan for the next 5
years. In addition to some major maintenance on the marine structures, there will be a full

replacement and upgrade of the U.S. Customs building on the site, to comply with new standards
applied under a CanadalU.S. Preclearance Agreement that went into effect last year. Design
work on the building has commenced and is expected to continue into 2020. It is anticipated that
the construction may happen during the closure in2021, but this may be delayed to the following
year. While the majority of the funding will come from the Ferry Terminal Reserve, V/ashington
State Ferries has been approached about paying for a share of costs, which are over and above
the replacement standard envisioned in our lease agreement. More detailed information on this
project will come forward later this year.
Infrastructure Plan Proiects
There are close to $14 million in infrastructure replacement plan projects in the budget over the
next five years. This is more than the Reserve can accommodate; additional planning and
prioritization will be occurring over the next year to narrow down these projects to an affordable
level. Increases to annual contributions to some of the replacement reserves are likely, but staff
will not be proposing such increases until they are better quantified.

Roof Replacements
There are two major roof replacements in the budget for 2020: the Town Hall and the RCMP
Building. These are based on detailed condition assessments that were completed in 2015, which
estimated life expectancies of 3-5 years for the roof on each of these buildings. The Town Hall
roof has been deferred for as long as possible, but replacement does need to proceed. Even if the
Civic Site Analysis determines that we need to plan for a new building within the next 5 years,
we will be in the existing building for at least 5 more years. The roof and HVAC system cannot
last until that time.
RCMP Capital

A 5-year plan for a series of capital improvements to the RCMP building was included in the last
financial plan. In addition to this, the Detachment underwent a security audit in2079, which
identified a long list of additional deficiencies that should be considered. The most urgent of
these deficiencies have been identified as specific projects over the next three years. There is

also an item called "RCMP Miscellaneous Security Upgrades" in the budget from2022 through
2024; this item is a placeholder for expected projects that will be identified through ongoing
review of the recommended upgrades. Please note that the Town pays just under 50% of these
costs, as the remainder is paid by North Saanich and the Province, who share in the costs of the
joint detachment.
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Parks Master Plan Proiects

The first of the projects identified in a prioritization of Parks Master Plan initiatives has been
included in the budget for 2020 and 2023. Rathdown Park will be the first of the three
prioritized parks to proceed, with drainage improvements and playground replacement occurring
itt 2020, followed by the installation of a sports court in 2023. Additional planning is to be
completed for Resthaven and Brethour Parks, along with the rest of the parks in Sidney's
inventory, before any specific budget items are brought forward in future financial plans.
Public Washrooms

In response to a growing

two separate public washroom projects in the budget.
The first is a major renovation or replacement of the Fourth Street public washrooms. This will
upgracle the facility's capacity to handle the volumes of use associated with large community
events. The second project is somewhat of a pilot, in that we propose to try a style of washroom
called a "Poftland Loo", which are compact in size and can be installed near high-traffic areas of
downtown that have access to water, sewer and electrical services. If the washroom proves to be
strccessful, a second one would be added in2022. This style of public washroom has been used
extensively in urban areas across North America, with similar styles in use in Europe and
elsewhere. Illustrations of the Portland Loo are included in Schedule B. Staff are currently
planning for potential locations; Council will make the final determination of where the first one
will be installed. The project cost includes purchase, delivery and installation.
need, there are

V/est Side Bike Path

The second and final phase of the West Side Bike Path is included in the budget for 2020 and
2021. This year will primarily be for design, with construction to follow in202l. This approach
of budgeting for design one year, with construction the following year, is used in several areas of
the capital budget. The intent is to ensure designs are in place before we budget for construction;
this will ensure that budgets will require less adjustment once we get closer to construction, and
that large projects included in the budget actually proceed in the year predicted.
Resthaven Bike Lanes

A new project has been identified that will add a bike lane down the entire length of Resthaven
Drive, frorn McDonald Park Road to Beacon Avenue. Resthaven has been identified as a
cycling corridor in the CRD's cycling master plan. 2020 will feature preliminary design and

public consultation.
Canora Road

The Canora Road improvement project is once again included in this budget. However, a great
deal of planning, consultation, and coordination with North Saanich will have to go into the
preparations for this project. Much has changed since the original concept was brought forward
by staff. Staff will be bringing forward an approach reporl on this project, likely in202l,to get
Council's perspective and direction.

& Amenitv Reserve Fundine
Included in the Capital section of the budget binder is the traditional listing of projects to be
Gas Tax, Land Sale Reserve

funded from the Gas Tax Reserve. In addition to this, new tables also identify the projects to be
funded from both the Land Sale Reserve and the Amenity Reserve. Staff identify these reserves
as funding for certain capital projects that would otherwise have to be funded from property
taxes or borrowing, as they do not have a dedicated funding source.
5
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With the Gas Tax Reserve, there are certain eligibility criteria that have to be met in order to
qualify for this funding. This filter has been applied by staff. One of the conditions stipulates
that Town labour cannot normally be funded from Gas Tax; special permission must be received
first, and this permission is often not worth pursuing. As a result, several of the Gas Tax funded
projects also include a small portion of funding from other sources, to account for the Town
labour component of the project (if it makes sense for Town staff to undertake a part of the
project, rather than contracting it our entirely).
The Land Sale and Amenity Reserves are also used to fund certain projects, some of which - in
the case of Amenities - have certain policy conditions, as recently applied by Council. All
projects proposed to be funded from the Amenity Reserve are deemed to be consistent with that
policy.
Some of the projects to be funded from these Reserves have already been pre-approved by
Council for use of the funds. These include the Underground Wiring projects, as well as the

Reay Creek Dam.

/ MISC.
Years 2-5
The 5-year financial plan includes the best available information on yearc2 to 5 of the plan. Any
known or suspected impacts on future years are incorporated, as long as these may be reliably
estirnated. Aside from itemized Supplemental requests, and tax funding for capital projects,
there are not a lot of expected changes. There are no staff additions included for future years,
nor any proposal to increase the number of RCMP officers. Any such impacts, should they arise,
would be clearly identified in future financial plan considerations. Most budget areas for years
2-5 are currently projected to increase by an inflation factor of 2o/o overall. This is our best guess
of the overall impacts for the next 4 years. However, when 2027 becomes the first year of the
next financial plan, any such across the board increase will be removed, and increases will only
be included where required.

The projected tax increases for years 2-5 in the draft financial plan are subject to change as the
2020 budget is approved. A lower increase in 2020 will mean a higher impact for 2021, as the
second year begins with a lower "base" level of taxes. As it stands now, the projected tax
increases for years 2-5 are relatively modest, ranging from a high of 2.55% in202L, to a low of
0.66% in 2024. The years 2023 and 2024 also include some "plugs" for non-identified impacts
that arc likely to arise by that time. As always, these are only projections; each successive
financial plan will be an opportunity to update these projections based on new information and
priorities. To illustrate, year 2 of the 2019-2023 financial plan projected a tax increase of 5.02o/o;
yet, we are entering the budget process with an increase of only 2S9%.
The Next $30 Million
As we go through this financial plan process, trying our best to accommodate all the required and
requested infrastructure and services, it is important to look forward to an important question:
"where do we spend our next $30 million?" We heard recently about the potential cost of
replacing Beacon Wharf. We also know about the Parks Master Plan, the remainder of the
Waterfront Vision, the West Side LAP, Downtown Streetscape Standards, potentially a new
Town Hall, climate action and adaptation initiatives, and more. While not everything in these
plans will proceed, some are relatively certain to become big ticket items in the near future.
While it's imporlant to focus on what is before Council for approval, keeping future
requirements in the back of our minds is also crucial.
6
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What isn't in the budset. and whv?
In addition to some of the projects identified in the preceding section, there are other projects on
the horizon, including some in the Town's Strategic Plan, that have not yet been included in the
5-year financial plan. While staff try their best to look ahead and try and capture all initiatives, if
there is insufficient detail available to properly estimate a future project, we do not include it in
the plan. Examples of this include: additional Parks in the Parks Master Plan, Reay Creek Park
improvements following dam remediation, a Document Management system for the Town, and
several strategic priority initiatives. These projects will continue to be analyzed prior to the next
budget, and will be included in the financial plan once we have reliable estimates of cost and
timing.
Beacon

Wharf Studv Fundins

A recent report on replacement options for Beacon V/harf led to the establishment of a Beacon
Wharf Select Committee to further explore options for this important piece of waterfront
infrastructure. To assist the Committee with its work, it will be necessary to provide a budget for
additional assistance from the consultant that camied out the initial analysis. An addition of

$25,000 to the operating budget is proposed. This work would be funded from the Boat Launch
Trust, meaning that there is no property tax impact through this addition to the budget.

RBCOMMENDATIONS:

1.

2.

That the Committee receive this report for information; and
That $25,000 be added to the draft Operating budget, funded form the Boat Launch Trust.

Respectfully submitted,

I concur,

Hicik
Director of Corporate Services

Chief Administrative Offrcer
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2020 Tax Funded Projects
ADM-08-001 An n ual Workspace Efficie ncy Upgrades
coM-09-003 Computer Equi pme nt Fund

2,230

ENG-08-003 Engineering Equipment

4,500

FtR-08-003

5,000

Fire Department Equipment

22,600

POL-09-00s RCMP Furnishíngs

6,474

PRK-08-005 Parks Equipment

5,170

PWG-08-005 Underground Wiring

2,900

PWG-09-002 Public Works Equipment

9,300

RDS-08-010 Decoratíve Street Lighti ng
RDS-L6-030

ro Box Revitalization

28,650
5,000

Annual/Recurri ng Projects 91,824

COM-16-005 Tempest - Our City
PRK-L8-010 Rotary Park Chain Link Fence
PRK-20-00L lroquois Path Paving

13,000
7,500
20,000

Projects Carried Fonruard
ADM-20-00L Tempest - Utility Account Change Management
ADM-20-002 Town Fitness Room Equipment Upgrades
ADM-20-003 Tempest - Utility eApply Auto Debit
BLD-20-00L Tempest - elnspections
COM-20-002 Tempest - Calls for Service Mobile
POL-20-002 RCMP Heating System
POL-20-003 RCMP Window Replacement
POL-20-004 RCMP Cell/lnterview Room Renovations
POL-20-005 RCMP Garage Door
PRK-19-007 Event Tent & Chairs
PRK-20-003 Annual Tree Planting Program
PWG- 16-005 Scissor Lift
PWG-20-003 EV Chargers at Works Yard
PWG-20-004 Bike Storage in Downtown Sidney
PWG-20-005 Computers/Tablet for Field Use

40,500
5,000

2,500
17,700
10,500
10,000
10,453
14,361
9,575
9,575
8,600
20,000
10,000
5,000
20,000
10,000

PWG-20-006 Downtown Garbage Containers
RDS-L7-038 Sidney Ave Thermoplastic Crosswalks

5,000
17,000

New Projects 185,264

Total 2020 Tax Funded P rojects

3l7,5gg
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